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Charles MacKenzie

How did tens of thousands of Australians end up
having their lives devastated as a consequence
of Australia’s contaminated blood supply?

WELCOME TO THE CAMPAIGN FOR A ROYAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO

THE CSL/AUSTRALIAN RED CROSS BLOOD SCANDAL.
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If you are interested in making a

contribution or would like to share your

story in our next newsletter.

Please contact Charles MacKenzie:

cjm@infectedbloodaustralia.com 

Follow the Uk
Infected Blood

Inquiry

I recently did some live interviews with Matt Lawson on

Instagram which has helped renew interest in Australia’s

deadliest medical catastrophe. Matt, as I have told him, has a

better gut instinct than a lot of journalists. He understood why it

was so important to examine Australia’s contaminated blood

scandal and the role that the manufacturer of the planned

COVID-19 vaccine, Commonwealth Serum Laboratories (CSL)

played in it. Matt and I called for support for a Royal

Commission of inquiry into CSL and Australia’s blood scandal

and from that we got an overwhelming response. Infected

Blood Australia now represents the interests of thousands of

Australians. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmFkDoDeSsnYVZtNgo3150g
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmFkDoDeSsnYVZtNgo3150g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJ8knJckTqU&feature=youtu.be


I completely agree with Lyn Kelly’s advice, and in

fact for the last two years my mate Greg Ball has

been helping me run the Haemophilia side of our

campaign.  He is also a board member of Infected

Blood Australia and an all-round great bloke.  Greg

recently gave the best interview, with the brilliant

Matt Lawson, that I have ever seen on tainted

blood in Australia.

I have also asked my friend, actor Carla Bonner to

become a spokesperson for Infected Blood

Australia.  This Carla agreed to even though she is

coming to terms with the fact that there are some

serious questions that have been left unanswered

with tainted blood that claimed her father when

she was a child. She has our admiration therefore,

Carla has answered our call and we will be forever

grateful.    

Greg Ball, Carla Bonner and everyone at Infected

Blood Australia agree that those of us infected or

affected by the contaminated blood scandal

deserve answers. And a Royal Commission of

inquiry into the CSL/Australian Red Cross

contaminated blood supply is the right way to

provide them.  

"How many of us would

choose to have a blood

transfusion or a

treatment if we were told

that it was contaminated

and would end up

destroying our life?"

If there is one lesson that the contaminated blood

scandal has taught me, it is that choice is

paramount to safety. Choice was something the

government took away from patients during the

1970s, 80s and 90s when it denied them essential

information about the contamination of our blood

supply. 

How many of us would choose to have a blood
transfusion or a treatment if we were told that
it was tainted and would end up destroying our
life?  

The Commonwealth government, the Australian

Red Cross Blood Service and CSL, like their

counterparts in the United Kingdom, knew that

the blood supply was tainted right up until the

1990s before they started taking blood safety more

seriously.  People were needlessly infected. And

here we are decades on with thousands of

Australian families still dealing with the fallout and

without appropriate support or even answers as to

what went so terribly wrong. 

I recently had the good fortune of being able to

have a chat via an introduction from my lawyer

Michael Imperato, who is representing me at the

UK Infected Inquiry, with one of the main

instigators who helped force the UK Infected Blood

Inquiry, Lyn Kelly, of Haemophilia Wales. From the

outset of our conversation, Lyn made it clear that

for us to emulate what she and Michael had

achieved in the UK, that we could not do it alone,

we had to be organized. 
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THE PATH TO THE PUBLIC

INQUIRY BY MICHAEL IMPERATIO
(UK Legal Representative)

The UK Inquiry into its infected blood scandal began in earnest in

the Autumn of 2018.  It is one of the biggest Public Inquiries in UK

legal history . Its remit is to examine why men, women and

children in the UK were given infected blood and/or infected

blood products, the impact on their families, how the authorities

responded, the support, compensation and whether there was a

cover-up.

As the UK Inquiry ploughed through thousands of documents

and considered the evidence of hundreds of victims and key

clinicians and politicians, there was a sense of inevitability about it

happening. However, that is very much with the benefit of

hindsight and far from reality only a few years ago.  Up until 2017

the UK government strongly resisted numerous calls for such an

Inquiry, and demands from victims and their representatives fell

on deaf ears whilst thousands suffered and struggled with

financial hardship.

For many years I have acted for individuals and campaigning

groups in the UK on various issues.  Most of my cases have

involved fighting governments both national and local to save

community services such as hospitals and schools.  I have acted

for many disabled groups trying to obtain fair provision and

support.  I have acted for individuals seriously injured by the

failings of hospitals and employers, for people who may have

been sexually abused and bullied in institutions decades ago.

 However, I was unaware of the plight of infected blood victims,

until a telephone call to my office in early 2016.  Haemophilia

Wales was seeking legal help on an ongoing consultation about

changes to the, very limited, financial support given to victims

who had contracted HIV or Hepatitis C. They had approached a

number of large law firms who were either not interested or

would only act upon payment of large fees.  Haemophilia Wales is

a small charity, they could not afford such large legal costs.  I

considered it to be an interesting and worthwhile issue, so

provided them with some free, or as we lawyers call it “pro bono”,

advice. Gradually, I began to learn more about the wider issues

and the more I read into it, the more I was shocked and horrified

as to the extent of the infected blood scandal and more

particularly, how the plight of victims across Britain had been

effectively consigned to history.
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There had been an Inquiry of sorts some years earlier the “Archer Inquiry”.  The ‘”Inquiry” reported in

2009.  Unfortunately, it was somewhat toothless.  It was a private inquiry.  It was not established or

funded by the government.  Crucially, it had no statutory powers or official status.  It could not

compel evidence and many victims felt it was effectively blanked by the Government Department

at the heart of the issue, the Department of Health.  In its report it described the infection of

thousands of haemophiliacs with hepatitis C and HIV as “a horrific human tragedy” adding

“subsequent events had done little to alleviate the hurt of the victims or their families”.  However,

given its “unofficial” status, it came as little surprise, that despite Lord Archer’s recommendations

to the government, the Department of Health only offered sympathy and a promise to read the

report.

In Scotland, there was a statutory inquiry, the “Penrose Inquiry”, which reported in 2015.  However,

it was quickly labelled a “whitewash” by many victims.  Its powers and terms of reference had been

limited to Scotland.  This was seen as a major drawback, since health policy before 1999 was

controlled by London and many crucial decisions were made by English based politicians and civil

servants.

It was clear to me that something had to be done.  Haemophilia Wales, represented not only

haemophiliacs but also victims of blood transfusions in Wales.  It had built up good links with local

politicians.  In early 2017 the Welsh Assembly in Cardiff called for a full UK wide Public Inquiry.

Similar calls were made by the Scottish Parliament.  Political pressure was beginning to mount.

In his final speech to the Commons in April 2017, the Labour MP and former Health Secretary Andy

Burnham said he had been contacted by victims and families who believed medical records had

been falsified to obscure the scandal, saying there was evidence of “a criminal cover up on an

industrial scale”.
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By way of a pincer movement, we also

applied legal pressure.  I wrote to the

Department of Health outlining the rationale

for holding a full UK wide statutory public

inquiry.  As expected, I received a wholly

dismissive letter back from a Junior Minister.

In the meantime, I had managed to obtain

legal aid public funding for a legal action.  I

replied back to the Junior Minister.  I said that

if the government were not prepared to

change their mind within 14 days, I was

instructed to issue Judicial Review

proceedings in the High Court.  

Judicial Review is where a person challenges

the lawfulness of a government decision.

Here it was the failure of the government to

properly and fairly apply its mind to the

Inquiry’s Act of 2005 as to whether or not to

hold a Public Inquiry.



14 days after my letter to the

Department of Health, on the 11th

July 2017, the then Prime Minister,

Theresa May MP, announced the

setting up of a Statutory Public

Inquiry. She said that the infection

of thousands of people was “an

appalling tragedy which should

simply never have happened” and

that “the victims and their families

have suffered so much pain and

hardship deserve answers as to how

this could possibly have happened….

(they) had been denied those

answers for too long and (that the

government) want to put that right”.

I was pleased and humbled to have

played a part in the obtaining of the

Inquiry.  There can be no doubt

though, that the battle was won by

the constant campaigning and hard

work of the victims who never gave

up hope, despite facing seemingly

overwhelming odds. Political

pressure was crucial and legal

pressure played its part.
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It’s said that “lightning never strikes
twice,” in working with Infected Blood
Australia, I hope to disprove that.

The obvious question is, why has Australia not had a full

Public Inquiry or Royal Commission?  On the face of it,

there seems to be no real difference in the plight of

victims and the circumstances.  

What I have come to learn, is that the infected blood

scandal was a global scandal.  There have already been

inquiries in Canada, the Republic of Ireland and now in

the UK.  In Australia there was a Senate Committee

Report in 2004 but like the Archer Report referred to

above, it was very limited in scope and resources.  Like

Archer, what recommendations it did make, were in the

main part, simply ignored.

Michael Imperatio is a solicitor, acting for numerous victims, their families and victim charities in
the UK Infected Blood Inquiry.



I was born in 1960 with Haemophilia A; that is all I

have known. My life appeared normal apart from

this; days off school, some holidays spent inside

resting swollen joints, the occasional hospital visit.

You soon learnt to look after yourself and to

minimize these events. 

Throughout my teenage years my knowledge of

Haemophilia grew into the realization that this was

a life threatening disease. But, with good care and

a limit on what you could and could not do, it

became obvious that it meant no rugby league. 

By my 20’s life was pretty good. I was self

employed, which made it easier to get treatment

and I did not have to explain time off work. All

through the 80`s there was the concern of AIDs

and Hepatitis being transmitted through blood

and blood products. I thought I had escaped.

My brother Steve also has Haemophilia and we

used to share each batch of factor 8 that we were

given and when he was informed that he acquired

Hepatitis C, it was only natural that I would have it;

and in 1993 it was confirmed that I had also

acquired Hepatitis C. 

To date I have never received any correspondence

about my initial infection, which I have since found

out occured in 1984.   I remember them taking a lot

of blood tests, but remarkably my medical records

from 1985 to 1992 have mysteriously disappeared.

Little did I know that I was already infected at the

time when in 1987 my wife and myself asked

hospital staff questions about the risks of starting a

family in relation to my Haemophilia diagnosis , yet

no mention was ever made of Hepatitis C.

 By 1997 I became too sick to continue working, too

sick to continue paying our house off, too sick to be

a normal husband and father, and too sick to do

anything except continue to trust the organisations

that had first infected me in 1984, and to continue

to use treatments to eradicate the disease that

would also be detrimental to my physical and

mental health.

And so begins the treatment.

MEET GREG BALL
OUR  HAEMOPH I L I A  REPRESENTAT I VE ,  SHARES  H I S  PERSONAL  S TORY .
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11/10/19: TAINTED blood victims  protesting outside a Haemophilia Foundation

conference in Sydney as part of a campaign for a new inquiry into how

Australian blood was infected with hepatitis C decades ago.



The mental side effects were much worse and after

being warned again that if I stray off the treatment

it may not be available again if unsuccessful. After

going on antidepressant drugs for this round of

treatment I was unable to continue after just a

couple of months and I had to stop not only for my

sake, but for my family's sake. I have never

regretted that decision. The 3rd treatment was

much more tolerable but still had it`s share of side

effects, and looked to be working at all the

intervals; 3, 6 and 12 months, no virus.I believe these

treatments have had detrimental long term effects

on my health.

At the two year mark I thought things were going

pretty good but then came my first diagnosis of

liver cancer, the start of another long road and

another story. I will never forget the support from

family and friends during these times and believe

that I would not have been able to survive without

their help and love.

I joined Infected Blood Australia to speak on behalf

of other people with Haemophilia and to fight for

justice and compensation for the infected and the

affected.

Greg Ball can be contacted via:

His Facebook Group: Bleeding Aussies - A support
group for those infected and affected by
contaminated blood.
Email: gmjeball@outlook.com
Ph: 0481 298 738

Stay tuned for more stories and updates from Greg

Ball in our future newsletters.

The first treatment of Interferon came in 1997 for

me and I remember the grilling I was given

about adhering to the treatment as it may not be

offered again if you stop taking it. The effects of

Interferon, both mentally and physically, were

immediate. I can not describe the emotions

surrounding putting a needle in yourself every

week knowing you were about to experience 4 to

5 days of sickness, sore limbs and  muscle aches. 

The best way to describe the mental effects was

like a fog coming over you, where it became

difficult to make decisions or answer questions

about even the simplest things like,'' Do you want

fries with that?''. Then your mind would start

racing, questioning if you do or not, this would be

followed by frustration and anger because you

simply could not make a decision. The treatment

was unsuccessful and by 1997 we had to make

the decision to sell our family home as the

disability pension did not pay enough to

maintain any loan. 

I tried many times to change my job but any

courses to retrain were way too expensive and

even the Government sponsored courses were

out of reach. I could not take money from the

running of the house to investigate any way out

of this situation and so we continued to exist,

waiting for the next treatment that may work.

In 2006 I started a 2nd round of treatment called

Pegylated Interferon with Ribavirin which was

administered in a similar way.

"All through the 80`s there was the concern of AIDs and Hepatitis being

transmitted through blood and blood products. I thought I had escaped."

https://www.facebook.com/groups/bleedingaussies
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmFkDoDeSsnYVZtNgo3150g


BECOME A
VOLUNTEER

SUPPORT OUR CALL
TO ACTION

Fancy being a pioneer with a movement that is

going to defend Australia from the kind of

secrecy and lies that caused the contaminated

blood scandal?

We are quite literally the little guys up against

the Goliaths in the size of the Commonwealth

government and the $140 billion dollar blood

products and vaccine giant CSL. We also

desperately need help for those infected &

affected by the devastating consequences of

tainted blood.

We are looking for creative and compassionate

people with the following skills: 

Wikipedia content writer, Website designer,

Graphic artist, Podcast producer and Social

media consultant and Health Care Professionals:

such as Counsellors, Naturopaths, Medical

doctors and Dentists.

CAN YOU HELP VICTIMS OF AUSTRALIA'S

DEADLIEST MEDICAL SCANDAL??

Contact Charles MacKenzie via

cjm@infectedbloodaustralia.com

Do you support a call for a Royal

Commission of inquiry and

compensation? 

Please complete our confidential

form on our website.

www.infectedbloodaustralia.com

1 2
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http://www.infectedbloodaustralia.com/


WRITE A LETTER TO YOUR MP

Using dot points can help highlight key statistics

Date

Name and Title of Parliamentarian

(Check correct title in Member/Senate list at
www.aph.gov.au)

Address
(Use electorate or Parliament House address listed at
www.aph.gov.au)

Dear Senator/Mr/Ms/Mrs/Minister ____________,

Royal commission into the contaminated blood supply and
compensation for all those infected and affected by
Australia’s worst public health scandal.                                                

Personal introduction to yourself

Thank them for any action they have taken or you have read
about.

Body of letter – use the EPIC format – Engage reader, state the
Problem, Inform about solutions, and give a Call to action.

Ask for a response or copies of any replies they receive on
your behalf
Thank them for their attention to your letter.

Yours sincerely,

Signature

Your Name

Address

Contact phone number

FOLLOW US:

www.infectedbloodaustralia.com
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCG9rVXnmAYA9WCgReRRdf5g
https://www.facebook.com/infectedbloodaustralia/
https://www.instagram.com/infectedbloodau/
https://twitter.com/InfectedBloodAu

